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Signature’s Mission
Signature Dance Company (SDC) is a
performance dance company for
women and girls ages 3 years old
through adults in Milwaukee, WI. Our
mission is sharing, without compromise, all our God-given gifts and
talents while helping others realize
their own. Through combining the
technique and ministry of dance, we
create environments that change the
lives and hearts of audience members and dancers. Our hope is that as
each dancer grows technically, that
they would also grow personally,
emotionally and spiritually through
mentorship and accountability. Every
girl should be a Signature Girl!

Message from the Board

Board Members

Hello Signature Friends and Family,
We would like to take a moment to review our success over the past
year and identify areas where we can improve.
As you read this report, you will see that there is a lot to celebrate.
2020 has been full of surprises, as I am sure we have all felt. It has also
reinforced the importance of our work and mission, in sharing, without
compromise, all our God-given gifts and talents while helping others
realize their own.
During these times, it has reminded us of the power of being ﬂexible
and adaptive through providing virtual dance breaks. These virtual
dance breaks allowed Signature Girls who were at home to join in on a
break from their day, while also continuing our mentoring and devotional programming.
It has also reinforced just how much we rely on our donors, volunteers,
grantees, and partners to help make Signature a reality. It is our hope
that each dancer grows technically, personally, emotionally and spiritually through mentorship and accountability. It is because of individuals
like you, that we can have greater impact.
This year has been a great opportunity to prepare and focus on our
impact and vision as an organization. During these diﬃcult times, the
board has been actively implementing protective measures to continuously assess and evaluate the state of the organization through various
committees. These committees include Board of Directors members,
as well as either the Board Chair and/or Treasurer.
Through continued leadership decisions, we are working to strengthen
the organization and position Signature Dance Company strongly for
the future. To our friends, family, allies, grantees, advocates, and partners, we want to thank you for ALL that you do!
Sincerely,
Signature Dance Company Board of Directors
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Even after the world shutting down in 2020

2020 Leadership
Team
Our Leadership Team is made up of
our volunteers and part-time teachers that are also dancers, choreographers, and mentors that help carry
out the vision of the company.
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What was your ﬁrst experience with Signature?
I want to say my ﬁrst experience with Signature was one of the ﬁrst Signature Dance
Company summer shows at Destiny Youth Plaza. I remember the opening number
almost vividly. It was Desiree, Malaika, and Tecia dancing to "Waiting on the World
to Change" by John Mayer, and after watching that piece I turned to my mom while
everyone was clapping and said, "Can you sign me up for Signature please?"
How has it impacted your life?
Signature has given me lifetime friendships and mentors as well as an outlet to let
out my creativity. Even though I would be tired from the long dance days in the
summer or being challenged by teachers to do better, something always kept me
coming back, even if it wasn't just for dancing. It was a safe haven.
What do you do with the organization now?
Even though I'm not dancing anymore, I volunteer every year to help run the backstage operations during the January show and the Summer show. I am currently
helping Signature with their social media presence and graphics.
What is your favorite part about engaging with the organization?
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My favorite part of engaging with Signature is the variety of girls I see every year.
While there are some faces I recognize, there are always a couple of new faces
every year. I love to see that Signature is still that safe haven that curates friendships
and bonds! I also love seeing the choreography each year and the themes that the
company creates. I'm always left ﬁlled with something good and life-changing.
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Why should people give to the organization?
People should give to Signature Dance Company because like I said earlier, it's so
much more than just a dance company. When girls sign up for dance classes here
they are also signing up for mentorship, a ministry that pours into you personally like
no other, and a non-judging welcoming environment that cares more about how
your life and mind is rather than how well you point your feet (although if you don't
know how you will most deﬁnitely learn by the time you're done with Signature!).

What was your ﬁrst experience with Signature?
Whew! It’s been so many experiences I don’t know If I can remember the ﬁrst.
The closest to the ﬁrst would be my ﬁrst audition at Washington High School in
Milwaukee, WI. I remember thinking, “Oh, this ain’t no regular praise dancing!”
How has it impacted your life?
They opened my eyes to dance. It made me realize it was so much more to it.
So many layers and physical work. It made me want to see and learn more.
What do you do with the organization now?
Everything! Dance instructor, choreographer, mentor, a member, part of the
leadership and planning team, and costume director. Signature is life!
What is your favorite part about engaging with the organization?
Seeing the impact it has on our girls. Signature really becomes a part of life.
Friendships, bonds, and sisterhoods are built here. Seeing how each girl grows
in dance and grows in Christ looks diﬀerent for each girl. It’s beautiful to see and
feels great to be apart.
Why should people give to the organization?
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People should support Signature Dance Company because anything given
goes a long way. It helps support the work we do everyday. And there are many
ways and opportunities to support. You can contribute by liking and sharing a
social media post, coming to a show, giving a donation, attending a class, and
the list can go on! Find the way that works for you. We appreciate it all!

PARTNERS AND DONORS

www.siganturedancecompany.org

